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To study nonlinear dynamics, stability, heat

ing process or diagnostic process of plasmas, we 

have developed a powerful and accurate com

puter algorithm named HIDM[1]. A new com

puter program HIDMEG is reconstructed based 

on the algorithm of HIDM. HIDMEG is sum

marized in a module (module name is hidmeg) 

of Fortran90. The module hidmeg contains a 
subroutines hidm_eg_complex and hidm_eg_real. ~ 

w 
The former (the latter) can solve complex (real) ~ 

variable nonlinear eigenvalue and boundary value 
problems, described by system of equations 

Ln(¢, cPx, A, x) = 0, (n = 1, .. , N) (1) 

(xo ~ x ~xi) 

under the boundary conditions 

Qk(¢(xo, ¢(xi), A.) = 0, (k = 1, .. , K) (2) 

where ¢( x) is unknown function of lengths N and 
)... is unknown eigenvalues of lengths ( K - N). 
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A numerical example ofHIDMEG for a bound

ary problem is shown in Fig.1. In this example, 
perpendicular injection of 40 GHz microwave (or

dinary mode) is assumed to LHD plasma. Den

sity and filed intensity profiles are assumed ap

propriately. Due to magnetic shear of LHD, 

mode conversion from ordinary mode to extraor

dinary mode is present. (Set of equations and 

LHD plasma model are due to Dr. Ejiri,A., and 

Prof. Minami, K.). 
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Fig.l (a) LHD model and corresponding re

fractive index for ordinary (No) and extraordi

nary mode (Nx) along radial position on (z = 

0, ¢ == 0) plane. Bt, Bp are toroidal and poloidal 

magnetic field strength and np is plasma density 

in Ml(S unit. Microwave frequency is assumed 

to be 40G Hz. Real part of Eu (b) and imaginary 

part of E 1.. are also shown. 
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